All Eyes On You
Urologists Can Treat Frequent Urination Caused
By Enlarged Prostate With A 45-Minute Procedure
by Dr. Perry Weiner,
Thomas Jefferson Hospital,
Philadelphia, Pa.
(NAPSA)—Many of the men
over 50 I see as part of my urology
practice complain about constant
trips to the bathroom—especially at
night. Most of my patients go on to
describe additional symptoms, such
as feeling the need to push or
strain, a sense of incomplete bladder emptying and experiencing a
burning sensation during urination.
These symptoms are not surprising. They are the classic signs
of an enlarged prostate, also
known as benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH), which affects 60
percent of men over the age of 60.
BPH is not life threatening, nor
is it a form of or a precursor to
cancer. In fact, it’s manageable
with the right treatment. This
always comes as great relief to my
patients, many of whom have suffered for years from the discomfort, inconvenience and awkwardness of this condition.
Many of the men I see in my
practice suffer from moderate to
severe symptoms of BPH. They
tend to be active and want a procedure that will relieve their
symptoms without disrupting
their life.
Though there are many treatment options available, many of my
patients have responded well to a
minimally invasive heat-based procedure using the Prolieve System.
The Prolieve System uses
microwave technology, or heat, to
reduce the enlarged prostate tissue
that causes the urinary symptoms.
I believe the quality-of-life benefits
of the procedure set it apart.
• Patients can typically return
to their everyday activities the very
next day, since it’s an in-office pro-

(NAPSA)—Minute crystals of
silicon carbide discovered in 1893
have led to the creation of
moissanite, a jewel sparking a lot
of interest among women today,
and one that is now considered the
“little black dress” of accessories.
What attracts women to
moissanite—named after its discoverer, Nobel Prize-winning
French scientist Dr. Henri
Moissan—is that when they wear
it, they feel confident, smart and
sexy.

You don’t have to lose sleep over
an enlarged prostate if you see
your doctor.
cedure performed in 45 minutes.
• It does not require general
anesthesia or incisions.
• It rarely requires use of a
catheter post-procedure—an important consideration for active men.
• Unlike some prescription
medications, it has few to no sexual side effects.
I insert a catheter through the
urethra into the bladder. A balloon
containing circulating water is
attached to the catheter. The
microwave antenna inside the
catheter heats the prostate, reducing the enlarged tissue, thus
allowing urine to flow. The patient
goes home the same day, usually
without the need for a catheter,
and typically has significant
symptom improvement.
It’s important to me that men
who suffer from enlarged prostate
fully understand the condition
and the treatment options available. I encourage men and their
loved ones to visit www.under
standbph.com or call toll-free
(877) 274-2273 to learn more, find
information on treatments and
the Prolieve System, and find a
physician who specializes in treating enlarged prostates.

Sparkling 2-carat moissanite
martini stud earrings in 14-karat
white gold; suggested retail,
$1,499.
Much like the little black dress,
moissanite appeals to women on
an emotional level. Whether they
enter a room filled with friends or
strangers, women notice the
attention they receive, especially
when wearing a pair of sparkling
moissanite martini stud earrings.
Since the introduction of these
incredible jewels, created exclusively by Charles & Colvard and
available at fine jewelry and
department stores across the
nation, women everywhere have
discovered what it means to get
that “all eyes on you” feeling simply by walking into a room.
To learn more, visit www.
moissanite.com.



Gas Prices Fuel Purchases Of Electric Cars
(NAPSA)—A growing number
of Americans have steered clear of
rising gasoline prices by turning
to electric cars.
Fans of electric cars—which run
on a battery that is charged by
plugging into an outlet at home—
say they offer drivers a variety of
advantages over their gas-powered
counterparts.
For instance, by some estimates, electrics could reduce
CO2 emissions by more than 90
percent compared to internal
combustion vehicles (even counting the emissions from fossilfueled power plants). Additionally, the U.S. Department of
Transportation reports that plugin cars can meet the needs of 80
percent of the American driving
public.
The Best Electrics
So what’s hot on the electric car
circuit? A new car called the
Xebra, made by ZAP (stands for
Zero Air Pollution), has become
popular. It’s offered in a sedan,
truck and even “xero” model,
which comes complete with a
rooftop solar panel.
New types of electric cars offer
fast, fun rides for less—with minimal impact on the environment—
and produce hardly any vibrations
or exhaust. But the real draw?
They cost just 1-3 cents per mile
to operate, compared to about 20
cents a mile for a gas car. Here’s a
closer look:
How Fast Does It Go?
The car runs at up to 40 mph,
which is ideal for in-town or city
use.
How Does It Charge?
A standard 110v outlet is all
that is required.
What’s The Battery Life?
With normal use, the no-maintenance, deep-cycle batteries
should last up to three years.
How Long Do The Batteries
Need To Charge?
A full charge takes eight hours,

Plugging In—New types of electric cars offer fast, fun rides for
less—and with no gas or smog.
but an optional Fast Charger is
available that can charge in less
than an hour.
An optional Solar Charger is
available to trickle charge the batteries while it is just sitting in the
parking lot.
“Electric car technology is
here and the race is on to see
who can take the lead in creating sustainable transportation
that is affordable and will meet
the needs of the future,” says
Chairman Gary Starr of the
publicly owned California corp o r a t i o n . “ E V ’s w i l l p l a y a
major role in the fight against
global warming, and at about
$10,000, the Xebra is a big step
towards affordable, nonpolluting technology.”
In addition to providing electric
cars, Starr says ZAP is working
with individuals, corporations,
government, professionals and
nonprofits around the world to
plant 1 million trees throughout
the world by 2010. “We are also
committing to plant trees for
every electric car we sell, and with
the help of our partners we have
already planted over 69,686
trees,” Starr explains. See
www.zaptrees.org.
Ready To Take A Ride?
People can arrange a test-drive
or visit a dealer by calling (800)
251-4555 or registering at
www.zapworld.com.

Note to Editor: September is National Prostate Health Month.

Guys Just Want To Have Fun While Getting A Cut
(NAPSA)—It may just be the
ticket to what guys have been looking for…fun while receiving a precision haircut in an “all things
sports” environment, complete
with personal TVs at every station.
The idea of this men and boys’
upscale locker-room setting for
hair care was pioneered by Sport
Clips, one of the country’s
fastest-growing franchises with
more than 400 stores in 32
states. The company is ranked
72nd in Entrepreneur magazine’s
“Franchise 500” listing and is
adding two to four stores a week
around the nation. Founder and
CEO Gordon Logan plans to have
1,000 stores open by 2010.
In each Sport Clips, the price of
a haircut, tingly shampoo, head
and neck massage, and steamed
towel—together known as the
MVP Treatment—runs around
$20.
According to Logan, the mission
of Sport Clips is simple: to create a
championship haircut experience
for men and boys in an exciting
sports environment. Logan, an
MIT and Wharton School of Business graduate, is a CPA and
retired from the Air Force. He
notes that veterans interested in
owning a franchise receive dis-

It’s A Hit—Comfort, enjoyment,
plenty of sports and a precision
cut is the mission of what many
consider to be the championship
haircut experience.
count pricing as clients and special
franchising fees. Franchise opportunities are available across the
country, as are opportunities for
stylists to become a part of the
Sport Clips team. Logan says stylists are often attracted to the comfortable setting and athletic attire
they are encouraged to wear while
at work. And there’s no need to
work with chemicals. One of the
main reasons Logan says “guys
win” at Sport Clips is they don’t
have to smell someone getting a
perm when they’re in its “guy
friendly” setting.
To learn more about the company, including locations throughout the U.S., visit SportClips.com.

***
The only time my prayers are
never answered is on the golf
course.
—Billy Graham
***

***
Golf isn’t a game, it’s a choice
that one makes with one’s life.
—Charles Rosin
***

***
Golf, like measles, should be
caught young.
—P. G. Wodehouse
***

***
We learn so many things from
golf—how to suffer, for instance.
—Bruce Lansky
***

***
I regard golf as an expensive
way of playing marbles.
—G. K. Chesterton
***
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The New Take On Takeout: Phone It In
(NAPSA)—The “traditional”
family meal may be less traditional than many think.
Experts say that prepared
meals and takeout—often considered a modern development and
the opposite of a “traditional”
meal made from scratch—date as
far back as the days of ancient
Pompeii. It seems that even then,
people were busy and rarely had
time to cook complete meals.
And while it’s true that we hit
the takeout counter and grocery
freezer more now than we did in
the past decade (an increase of 24
percent), at least we’re following
some famously cuisine-conscious
footsteps. The French have enjoyed takeout since the 16th century, when prepared foods were
available from roasters and pastry
cooks.
Research shows the meals were
were specifically intended for
“consumption on the premises or
to take out to consume elsewhere.”
A Tasty Tradition
It’s estimated that in five
years, prepared meals are likely
to overtake meals made from
scratch when it comes to what we
most frequently eat. But that
doesn’t mean Americans will be
tabling taste.

Phone in your order and it will be
ready to go when you arrive.
Many premier steak houses
and casual-dining restaurants
have call-ahead service, and even
IHOP, one of America’s most popular restaurants, has launched its
IHOP ’n Go takeout program for
families on the go.
People can now phone in any
order off the restaurant’s regular
menu and pick it up at the register when they arrive.
“Families through the ages
have been juggling schedules and
looking for convenience when it
comes to meals, and our guests
are no exception,” said Carolyn
O’Keefe, chief marketing officer
for IHOP Corp.
For more information, visit
www.ihop.com.

